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July 2017,

Cambridge...
...A small private group
of Corporate Innovators
got together.
The talk: all things ‘innovating in partnership with
start-ups, small companies and scale-ups’.

It was a meeting that set the tone for the rest of
the year… engaged participants who are as happy
to help each other with the detail as they are
discussing grand overarching themes...and led to:
++ Delegates from over 50 companies
++ Visiting 4 countries
++ Case Studies from over 15 expert
witnesses and 4 academic institutions
++ Early Access to several research projects
++ At least one £1m+ investment deal
++ New cross-industry mentoring relationships
++ Several members getting together to start a
multi-corporate industry accelerator programme

Collectively, we have become more knowledgeable, more
open to other models, and ultimately are individually in a
better place to explore strong partnerships and grow our
corporate employers.
At the first anniversary I have gone back to our meeting notes,
rediscovered key points and re-lived those BIG discussions
where there were strong opinions on both sides.

So what did we discover?
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Cambridge
We quickly built the frame of reference for the group and
conﬁrmed the broad remit of ‘innovating in partnership’.
A ﬁtting introduction to the ﬁrst of our keynote speeches
from Telefonica and Jaguar Land Rover showing us how
they innovate internally and in partnership, with much
discussion around the innovation funnel - a theme we
returned to throughout the year.

These case studies enabled the group to open up
wider discussions on why people were engaging
with start-ups, scale-ups and other organisations.
We heard from Valeo, NXP, Geovation and Belron.
This conversation led us to the topic guide for our
ﬁrst full year:
+ Using Conﬂicting Cultures
+ Investment Implications
+ Building Ecosystems
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DISCUSSION POINT:
Enabling employees to be more
innovative and training them in
entrepreneural skills means they are
more likely to leave your organisation.
The broad consensus of our group
was that this is a risk that is worth it.
In the longer term you can end up
with a wider network of corporate
evangelists both inside and outside
the corporation: aiding recruitment,
building innovation , potentially
creation of a pipeline of talent and
acquisitions.
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Paris

And so it was, off we went to Paris, courtesy of Nissan, who
hosted us at Le Square the Nissan/Renault Innovation Lab.
An amazing venue where start-ups work alongside
intrapreneur teams. This imbues the intrapreneurs with
a sense of entrepreneurialism and increases their frame
of reference. After nine-months of residency working
on their ideas the intrapreneurs return to their old role
and evangalise a new culture accross the corporate:
the hardest bit for many and some have been lost.
Next-up was Jean-Francois from NUMA to talk about
what he has learnt from his extensive experience
of corporate venturing and this was counterpointed
by Patrick from Oxsensis who spoke about the
experience, desires and barriers of a small company
looking for partnerships with corporates.
This opened up a discussion (we came back to in London and
Barcelona) about what is special about Corporate Venturing:
the fact that both the corporate and start-up are looking for
and able to give more than a pure financial transaction.

The key points to emerge included:
+ My favorite: “ write down the investment
thesis as corporate staff turnover faster than
investments mature”
+ Be prepared for failure - this is a major issue in
corporates who are used to rewarding success
+ Have a clear corporate understanding of the role
of different types of activity:
What goes to M&A/CV/Innovation teams or just
sits in the division it will be ultimately useful
Is there clear communication between different
parts of the corporate
Can small companies be successfully steered.
+ Are ‘options’ a good way of making small
investments without involving the full corporate
M&A apparatus. {many examples of corporate
teams using this work-around}
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DISCUSSION POINT:
Poison pills Good or Bad?
Everyone could understand
why the corporate team might
wish to write a poision pill into
the contract but the general
feeling at the group was this
might lead to long term issues
impacting future funding rounds.
This is not universal view,
especially amongst pure PE/VC
funders. Our recommendation
is to think very carefully
about why you want one and
the long term impact.

We were then joined by Moonshot Internet from Societe
Generale who gave us an insight into their journey from
intrapreneur team through to spin-out. They highlighted
the way that being part of the corporate system gave
them access to legal, regulatory and IT specialist
teams that they would not have access to as a startup - surely a key USP for the ‘corporate’ part of Corporate
Venturing. Interestingly there were still issue and areas
of conﬂict around the speed of the corporate and the
speed of the start-up... leading to the building of new
processes being built when working with start-ups...
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I think this session also led to the most heated discussion
of the year… the Moonshot Internet teams were still being
paid salaries from the corporate whereas most true start-ups
are living a hand-to-mouth existence. The group was evenly
split over whether the breathing space and long-term actions
possible because of salaries outweighed the immediate
action and revenue NOW hunger of a ‘true’ start-up.
Further thanks need to be given to our after dinner speaker
Assistant professor Anna Glaser, ESCP Europe who
introduced us to the concept of the corporate Tsunami.
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London

So off to London courtesy of Geovation and Belron
International for a couple of great experiments.
Our ﬁrst experiment was to swap out the evening dinner
for a broader informal drinks and canapes where we
invited a range of speakers to give short presentation on
topics of interest followed by a networking session. Topics
covered Smart Cities, Art, Augmented Reality, Geographic
Ecosystems and Ecosystems about geography, Fintech/
Blockchain and ﬁnally a view on investing in smaller
tech companies from an investment bank. So really a
smorgasbord for everyone. Thank you GEOVATION, MXC,
Future Cities Catapault, Level 39, Dr Chris Sier, UNBOX
LONDON and Tom Campbell
The networking session continued with the same high level
of energy (much to the annoyance of security who were gently
encouraging us to leave as we overshot our allotted time) and
I was pleased to hear that a substantial investment round
came through as a direct result of this event.
The second experiment was the two centred event: our
second day being in the wonderful location of Epsom and
the wonderful site of Belron where the insights came thick
and fast. Nick opened the day showcasing how Belron

The key driver for these changes was the
recognition of the onward march of digitisation
in all areas and a fear of being disrupted. The
key factors that they have seen contribute to
success in the cultural change journey are:
+ Focus on the business need(s) that
your accelerator needs to address
These needs might be operational (HR,
Accounts, admin) not just product
+ Place the accelerated businesses
with the most enthusiastic part of the
corporate, giving them a corporate anchor
point and an internal champion
+ Be clear on the boundaries of your accelerator
programme: in this case they are clear they
only provide a testing ground/case study for
the applicants anything else is a bonus
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The results have been amazing and the proof of
this change in culture were evident at a recent joint
hackathon (“le hackathon”) with IBM Watson where
a new service was developed within the day.
The role that innovation partnership programmes can
play in breaking down silos was further evidenced in
the session with Andy from Schneider Electric and
Pineapple Partnerships who highlighted the role that
innovation programmes can have to help corporates
meet their Sustainable business goals and aligning
the CSR, Innovation and corporate functions.
Staying with the theme of using collaboration to solve
societal problems (and generally very big problems)
Marc from Telefonica spoke very eloquently about how
corporate partnerships with Google X (Project Loon)
and Facebook (Telecom Infra Project) have helped them
innovate and connect disadvantaged communities
around the world. Some amazing thoughts:
+ Think about who should be in the start-up team
(Queen - well connected all rounder, Knight - able
to jump over obstacles and make things happen,
Rook/Bishop - deep subject knowledge)
+ The old Sun-Tzu expression - keep your friends
close but your enemies closer... taking the chief
detractor (in this case the CTO) to every meeting!
+ Working with start-ups and unusual suspects has
allowed them to overcome barriers thrown up by
traditional hardware companies being slow to
innovate, completely changing some of the business
models and how the wider market now functions.
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We rounded off the session in London with Prof. Erkko
Autio, Imperial College, London , demonstrating his
research on the impact of digitisation on businesses and
how corporates can use ecosystems and innovation in
partnership to overcome this tsunami of disruption.
The research is ongoing and the group is in discussions to work more closely with theresearch.
At this stage there were three key takeaways:
+ Aligning the value for everyone in the ecosystem to make
it truly win-win is the only way big changes will occur
+ The corporate should be an enabler and facilitator
only, once it starts trying to impose control the
ecosystem will not achieve its true potential.
+ Signiﬁcant time is needed to allow
ecosystems to mature
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Eindhoven
Hosted by Philips and NXP, what an amazing treat it was to
go to the HighTech Campus in Eindhoven: an outstanding
ecosystem brought together through collaboration of
the corporates, academia, government and visionaries.
The hardware slant was an interesting change.
Our after dinner speakers Jolan Hulscher and Prof
Georges Romme from TU/e Eindhoven University of
Technology. A great introduction to geographic ecosystems
and the differences in mindset between Eindhoven,
Cambridge and Munich caused by culture and history.
They touched on the future of work and how areas
without an innovative / entrepreneurial mindset will find it
increasingly diﬃcult to compete. This history lesson was
continued the next day by Richard Biljard, amazing to see
how innovation and time leave their mark on areas.

Our ﬁrst case study was from Benno at Philips. He
shared how they manage their intrapreneurship
and external accelerator programmes
and how this ﬁts in with their Corporate
Investment funds. The key outputs were:
+ The importance of strategic focus in the
areas you wanted to encourage innovations.
+ The importance of having a timetable for
events\ideation\innovation - having a drip
feed of non-focussed ideas is no good.
+ More than one founder in any start-up they
work with. This tallies with previous research
work I have done, highlighting the importance
of more than one (ideally in different age
groups) in high growth companies

This was followed by the energetic Guus from Hightech
XL, the on-site accelerator who spoke about how they work
with local corporates to build accelerators and increasingly
work with internal accelerators. Takeaways included:
+ Time - it has taken 5 years to get to the success
they now are, the ﬁrst 2 years were fairly ﬂat and it
was touch and go, a lot of lessons were learned.
+ Success rate is running at an impressive 75%
of starting companies: being very careful about
who you pick means you save money overall
+ They have a strategic plan - it’s called DOING THINGS!
Mark then spoke about how he had managed a change in
culture at Abbvie to make it a more innovative culture. He was
first to admit that they had a very lucky set of circumstances
of a burning platform, enough time and a willing board. He
spoke about the importance of processes and timetables:
how evangelists were trained, a 3 day template approach
was built (that had to be followed) and most importantly
how he monitored, measured and shared progress.
The impact and change really kicked in after 3 years.
Clara from NXP then gave us a wonderful insight into
the ever changing world of semiconductors, updating
her definition of Moore’s law to computational power.
We also looked at cost and time of innovation in an
expensive hardware environment. As well as the
importance of Understanding Systems / Ecosystems.

W
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DISCUSSION POINT:
A quick quiz on % R&D spend
being purely distruptive
was also enlightening!
Do you know how much you spend
on R&D in the organisation ?
How much of this is
blue sky/disruptive?
Do you allow peopleto do ‘pet’
research in working time?
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Barcelona
And so it was, we ﬁnished the year in the sun of Barcelona,
courtesy of La Caixa Bank. Repeating the success of
our informal evening event in London, we met up on
the stunning roof terrace at 35 Passeig de Gràcia to
meet up with some of Spain’s leading innovators. We
were privileged to hear from a range of speakers.
Eurico, BIBA Venture Partners who explained
how large corporates are like elephant being
attacked by thousands of ﬂeas and they need to
innovate in partnership to stand any chance.
Andy, Schneider Electric, and Joaquim, Zobele then
jumped into the hot seat to tell us how they use various
approaches in different parts of their corporates. What
was clear from both was there was a clear path between
this activity and how it would impact on the bottom
line in future, whether as a new product, a client for
the manufacturing unit or entering a new market.

The next day we were hosted at the amazing
DayOne Centre by Caixa Bank. It was stunning
to hear all about the dynamism and innovation
that this centuries old institution has, from:
+ Unbranded cafes/ co-working spaces
+ The DayOne centre where start-ups can
co-work and get advice from mentors and
potential introductions to the banks corporate
clients and investors - an entire ecosystem,
+ Their acquisition and assimilation
of other banks into their family
+ And ﬁnally on to their large equity stakes in
large Spanish companies such as Telefonica.

I think our last few events have proved that old
corporations can innovate at scale - look at Caixa,
Philips, Schneider, Belron. It is always amazing to see
how such traditional institution being so dynamic. It
almost certainly explains their longevity and success.
As Carlos explained Caixa had always innovated and
assimilated so it really didn’t feel like there had been a
major cultural change ... I suspect it might also have
something to do with the long term thinking they are
allowed to do because they are a foundation (third largest
in the world) and not answerable to shareholders.
Next up was Jemma, Deloitte who introduced us to
recent research they have been doing in this area.
In particular, we looked at the results from research
on the pros and cons that small companies say why
they want to collaborate with corporates, which we
replicated from the corporate side. Interestingly Culture
was the biggest pro and biggest con … vindicating why
the CVLF spends so much time on that theme.
A draft tool to help corporates understand
which type of innovation in partnership might
be most suitable can be found here.
Our final case study of the year we moved on to hear
how Ogilvy in Spain had created a new Upcelerator
model with Diego. After three years of (stealth) success
it was now being widely rolled out accross the world.
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We heard several unique features of this program, many of
them possible due to the nature of Ogilvy’s business model
as an agency but some key points to reﬂect on were:
+ Putting start-ups into client pitches as soon as possible:
It is a point of differentiation and
shows ‘we believe in innovation’
We do this by having a matrix of which
start-ups ﬁt into which product area
+ We provide tens of thousands of Euro’s worth of
support (not cash) and get repaid by a revenue %

The key reasons for this were:
+ Based around the ﬁduciary responsibility that
directors have and the potential legal position
that the employee might be placed in.
+ Doing the job properly requires much
time and involves new specialist skills
and ﬁnancial knowledge for which
you should have to reward them.

So our interests are aligned in
putting them in front of clients
We have a minimum monthly fee if the
start-up not generating revenue (to make
it real and they put skin in the game).
We are not a cost centre for the corporate
business, we are already making money. (this
was also picked up in our ﬁrst year two session)
The final session of the year centred round one of the CVLF
core themes of ‘investment impact’ and was specifically
around the issue of putting corporate managers onto
the board of start-ups. I was quite surprised that we
reached consensus so quickly and apart from an early
voice about it being an excellent training opportunity
the view of the room was that this should be avoided in
the majority of circumstances. Much thanks to Anthony
at VISA for his expert experiences in this area.

Furthermore, if you are worried that you need the
control of having a tame board member then you should
perhaps reconsider the investment. In particular, term
sheets can be used to ensure that you have the same
information ﬂow as the directors and that resolutions are
bound by shareholder votes rather than board votes.
There are certain circumstances it might be appropriate
to have a board observer, though care needs to be
taken this is not seen as a shadow director role.
The only time that the group recognised the benefits of
being on a board was as a final due diligence prior to
M&A. Indeed one of the members said they had a roster
of professional (external) directors that they keep for
this role rotating them from company to company.

DISCUSSION POINT:
An audience question was
whether venturing activity
could be used as ‘talent
acquisition opportunity’.
In response both Andy and
Joaquim thought this would
only work in rare circumstances
- as Andy noted, he is the only
member of his original company
that Schneider bought still there.
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So where next…
CVLF2.1 has happened in
Cambridge with an amazing
case study from Azko
Nobel and our next event
is at CERN, I look forward
to seeing you there!

The generated insights
helped us bring our knowledge
to the next level
Innovation Director,
German Manufacturer

Adam Swash
Director, Corporate Venturing Programmes
Director, Distributed Ledger Technology Programmes
Centre for Business Innovation
adam.swash@cfbi.com
+44 (0) 7747015852
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